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this movie is good but there are some mistakes in the movie some of the scenes are more boring
than the others i didn't know what is he taking about and in the end i didn't understand why he
did what he did. i would be good if there was a more in depth explanation. i remember when i

first saw the movies trailer on youtube and saw the promotional material for everest when it was
first announced it looked incredible. i was so excited to see a mountain climbing movie with the

ability to use imax! but when i saw the movie for myself it was a let down. the ending had
everything that made the movie great but the rest of it was just so bad. i would recommend this

movie to a few people but no one should watch it. the movie had a very interesting concept.
some people in the movie was so adamant to get to the top of the mountain that it's effect is still
in my mind. but the story wasn't good. the story was the most intriguing thing about the movie

because it was about the struggle to get to the top of the mountain. the story was very good! the
movie was very good! but the ending was a little boring to me. but the effects were very good!

but the story was very good! i give it 4 out of 5 stars. aspiring to climb mount everest is a dream
for many people, but for those with a life-threatening fear of heights, the journey to the summit is

a nightmare. peter boardman first attempted the climb in 1985, and his memories of the
experience haunt him until the day he finally reaches the top. in 1996, a young american couple,

beck weathers and mike groom, set out to make it to the summit after their dreams were
thwarted by weather and mountaineering accidents that claimed a friend and forced beck to

leave the expedition. over the next five years, the couple struggles through treacherous
conditions and a storm that forces them to abandon their quest to reach the summit.
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on the morning of may 10, 1996, climbers from two commercial expeditions start
their final ascent toward the summit of mount everest, the highest point on earth.

with little warning, a violent storm strikes the mountain, engulfing the adventurers in
one of the fiercest blizzards ever encountered by man. challenged by the harshest

conditions imaginable, the teams must endure blistering winds and freezing
temperatures in an epic battle to survive against nearly impossible odds. inspired by
the incredible events surrounding a treacherous attempt to reach the summit of the

worlds highest mountain, everest documents the awe-inspiring journey of two
different expeditions challenged beyond their limits by one of the fiercest snowstorms
ever encountered by mankind. their mettle tested by the harshest of elements found

on the planet, the climbers will face nearly impossible obstacles as a lifelong
obsession becomes a breathtaking struggle for survival. on the morning of may 10,
1996, climbers from two commercial expeditions start their final ascent toward the
summit of mount everest, the highest point on earth. with little warning, a violent

storm strikes the mountain, engulfing the adventurers in one of the fiercest blizzards
ever encountered by man. challenged by the harshest conditions imaginable, the
teams must endure blistering winds and freezing temperatures in an epic battle to
survive against nearly impossible odds. everest was in production at the mountain

during the 1996 mount everest disaster, in which another group of climbers became
trapped by a blizzard near the summit. the film includes footage of these events, as
the imax team assist beck weathers and other survivors. producer and co-director
greg macgillivray later said that while editing the documentary for release, he and

breashears decided to focus more on the tragedy, due to the popularity of jon
krakauer's book about the 1996 disaster, into thin air (1997). macgillivray said ten
million people have read that book, so we had to address the issue. and i think it

strengthened the film. 5ec8ef588b
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